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HE metallizing process has reached its maturity as
an established industry. Fortunately, there was a
long period of industrial development before the
present war, so that well-established metallizing methods
were available for the tooling up period in industry's war
effort. Now, in the second phase of the war, metallizing
is particularly' active in maintaining the tools of war.
The metallizing Process was invented
SchooP hefore the last war, and introduced into this country about
1920. In the last 24 years, it has become so interwoven
with our national industrial life that it deserves the
attention of engineers in almost every field. This is par-
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The metallizing gun is being used today predominantly
as a maintenance tool for repair and
of
machinery. ~t is also being
to a greater extent than
ever in the manufacture of new products, particularly as
a means of producingnew corrosion resistant materials.
There are so many uses already developed for metallizing
in the pyoduction of new products, that the handwriting
on the wall of postwar activity is quite evident,
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS
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FIG. 3. Photorn:croqraph of normal spraymetal [IOOX}.
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Metallizing
(Continued from Page 11)
USES FOR MACHINE ELEMENT WORK

The largest single use f o r metallizing today is for
machine element work. This includes maintenance and
repair and also includes salvage of mis-machined parts.
The metal to be sprayed i n each case is selected f o r the
physical properties of the spraymetal which will he produced. Because of the excellent wearing qualities of the
spraymetal, it is used most extensively on bearing surfaces. The machine element is first prepared, usually by
some form of roughening, and then sprayed to a larger
size than the finished size. Spraymetal may then he machined or ground.
Typical uses of metallizing for this type of work are
illustrated in Figs. 7 to 10. In Fig. 7 is shown the salvaging of a 60,000-pound chill mold with 50 pounds of
spraymetal. In Fig. 8 a steam cylinder is being metallized
with iron to restore the bore to its original size. In Fig.
9 an armature bearing is being prepared for metallizing.
After this preparation, spraymetal will be applied, and
then finished to size. Many scrap piles are being redeemed in this manner. Fig. 10 shows how metallizing is
being used to make repairs on the job without complete
dismantling. The steam turbine shaft is being built up
to size at the packing area where it was badly pitted. A
portable grinder was installed on a bracket for the final
finishing of the journal.
USE FOR NEW PRODUCTS

Spraymetal as a new material offers many new possibilities because of its various and unusual properties. It
will he used much more extensively in the future f o r corrosion resistance on newly manufactured articles. Its
recent rapid expansion in the field of tumbling barrel
coating of small articles indicates this trend. Its use
for inlay of such metals as stainless steel on shaft sections has increased rapidly in recent years. It is being
used, for instance, on turbine shafts in several standard
makes of steam turbines at the packing ring section.
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YEAR ago a group of some 400 men, quite similar
to this group, had completed training in meteorology in U.C.L.A. and C.I.T., just as you now
have done, and were then assembled to receive their commissions in the Air Corps.
At that time I chose to address them not in their
capacity as soldiers, but rather as citizens of the United
States. I shall do the same again to you today, for while
we hope that it will be only for a very short time that
you will be doing your duty as officers in the United
States Army, for the next half century you will be playing a vital role, I hope, in what I expect to be the most
critical peacetime period in the history of the world-a
period in which we Americans have it in our power
largely to determine whether mankind can find a substitute for war and therefore can usher in for the world a
~ e r i o dof lasting peace.
That issue will depend, first, upon our will to peace,
and, second, upon the kind of statesmanship developed
in the United States. That statesmanship will be hut a
composite of the statesmanship of you voting citizens of
this country. You men who are before me today can be
vital factors in the determination of the quality of that
'Addre?'. J L ~ V 5, 1944 at the exercises commissioning Aviation Cadets
in Meteorology from the Army Air Forces Base Units at the California Institute of Technology and the University of California at Los Angples.
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Metallizing will he used very extensively in the future on
newly manufactured articles f o r bearing surfaces, such
as crank shafts, because of its superior wear qualities
and oil retention feature. Metallizing is being used extensively for the manufacture of carbon brushes and resistors to provide a means of soldering to the carbon. It
is being used for the manufacture of electrolytic condensers, the condenser plate being manufactured from
cloth tape on automatic metallizing machines. Glass is
metallized with copper in production to permit soldering
to the glass for sealing purposes, as on gas meter windows. Glass reflectors are being manufactured with reflecting surfaces of sprayed aluminum.
FUTURE OF METALLIZING

The future of the metallizing process lies in two obvious directions. One is the further technical development
of the process itself, and the other is the expansion in
uses of the process. It is only natural that today the
development of the process is ahead of the uses. This is
always the case with a relatively new development.
Specific applications have brought about the development
of metallizing equipment and processes, and this same
equipment with the same processes is suitable and available for many other uses that have yet to be found.
It is probably safe to predict, therefore, that the most
immediate postwar trend will be the vast expansion of the
uses of the present process, while the technical development continues for use in future years.
The biggest increase in use probably will he for bearing surfaces. Another big expansion in use will be for
corrosion resistance, particularly on small products produced by production methods, as by tumbling barrel
spraying. Metallizing structures such as metal window
sash and metal furniture, as an undercoat for paint, will,
no doubt, increase very rapidly. The biggest future uses,
however, are doubtless among those that have yet to be
discovered. New applications are increasing rapidly as
the engineering profession appreciates more and more
that spraymetal is truly a material with a future.
statesmanship. Your service along side British and other
Allied troops will open your own eyes to international
situations and to the stupendous need now and in the
future of international cooperation, and in particular
Anglo-American cooperation.
Let me first try to give you as clear and full an idea as
I can of what I mean by statesmanship. Walter Lippmann is generally considered Amerira's foremost political analyst and commentator. According to a recent, and
I think a dependable, poll his syndicated column extends
its educating influence at its every appearance over some
three million American citizens.
One of his recent most penetrating observations was
to the effect that the real progressives, the constructive
men who alone deserve to be called forward-looking
liberals, are in general not found either on the extreme
left, which presumes to call itself liberal, or the extreme
right, though even Hitler calls himself a democrat, Nazi
meaning "National Socialist." Progress actually finds its
source and gains its strength in the main not from the
left or the right, but from the center.
This is no new discovery. The Greek philosophers
knew it when they coined the phrase "the golden mean."
The wise men of Rome expressed their approval in the
slogan ' W e Nimium."
The reason why neither radicals nor ~eactionariesextremists on either the left wing or the right-in general
a r e not effective progressive leaders i s quite clear. I t is
because these two groups are very much alike in the
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